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STYLISH DESIGNS FOR URBAN CHIC PROJECTS USING THE WORLD'S MOST

INDISPENSABLE BUILDING MATERIALÃ¢â‚¬â€¢INDUSTRIAL PIPESWant to add an urban chic

twist to your home decor? Just head down to your local hardware store for some pipe, then do the

fun projects in this book. Packed with easy-to-follow tutorials and 400 step-by-step color photos, this

helpful DIY guide teaches you how to transform plumbing fixtures into all types of cool household

furnishings, including:FURNITUREÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Wall-Mounted BookshelvesÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Rolling Side

TableDECORÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Decorative Door HandlesÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Tabletop Book

HolderLIGHTINGÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Industrial CandelabraÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Steampunk Floor

LampSTORAGEÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Jewelry StandÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Garden Tool RackAuthor James Angus explains

everything you need to know, from choosing the fittings and using the right tools to mastering the art

of assembly and adding designer touches for a finished look.
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James Angus is a stylist/set designer currently living in Dallas, Texas with his partner, Jamie, and

their adopted Doberman, Harley Davidson. He has experience as an artist, a floral designer, a

photographer, an event planner, and after publishing his first book . . . a writer. For the past six

years, he has been documenting his Oak Cliff home renovation on his blog; The Cavender Diary

(thecavenderdiary.com). He loves finding creative, new ways to use plumbing pipe for projects



everywhere in the house.

Need a sturdy fixture to store your stuff? This is the book for you! This book will show you how to

make a rolling log holder, a plumbing pipe clothes rack and wall mounted bookshelves. Looking to

make a unique gift? How about a jewelry stand or big pipe bookends. Book also includes making a

floor lamp, tabletop, lamp, angle legged console, rolling side table or a locker basket dresser. Step

by step directions and pictures are excellent. The author also explains where to buy materials,

cutting pipes, cleaning and whether to paint or not. Supplies, tools, time required and skill level are

included for each project. There are 25 projects in this book.

This book by James Angus introduces a fun way to make useful furniture, albeit small furniture

pieces, and decor from the oft-neglected building material that is industrial pipe. The aesthetic the

furniture has is unique, and it can be just what you're looking for. The 25 projects in this book are all

very well organized, clearly explained, and the skill needed to make them is introductory. Besides

the specific instructions, Angus also provides a detailed introductory section which lays out the

general usage and characteristics of pipe. This section alone inspired me to think of the many things

I could create once the book ideas ran out. Can't wait to see what I think of!

I got this book as a "hint hint" for my construction worker boyfriend when we moved in together, and

he has been loving the detailed instructions and step by step photos (not incomprehensible

diagrams, but actual PHOTOS) in this book. We live close to a Menard's which always is having

some sale or other, and so it's been easy to accumulate the supplies we need. So far we have

tackled the garment rack, the napkin rings and the door handle, and have been really impressed

with the sturdy results. It's a fun tone, too--it's a lot less boring than you might imagine a book like

this to be. Gifting for construction types can be so hard during the holidays, but honestly this plus a

$20 gift card to a home improvement store would be an amazing gift. It's well-written, clear, and has

a lot of variety. I personally recommend getting a can of spray metal paint in a brass color to step up

these projects a little more, but that's totally up to your aesthetic.

If you and your partner, or a friend of yours is into fun, creative and unique projects - then this is

absolutely the book for you. This book is an amazing guide/resource for anyone who is looking for a

great way to spruce up their home!!! It covers the basics for newbs like me from staining wood,

buying a drill and hanging it up. My boyfriend especially enjoyed this last one since he constantly



laughs at my version of hanging things up. This book has it all for creating your own unique look in

and around your home (or perhaps business). It has beautiful visuals of what your completed project

should look like in addition to step by step directions (with images) that made it extremely easy to

get things done. The best part is that a lot of these things are relatively easy to make and the end

result is amazing!!! We've built a few things from this book so far and have really enjoyed having

new projects to work on on the weekends. This is definitely a fun book for anyone who loves to get

their hands on new projects!! Some extremely useful projects have come out of this too!! Good luck

and I highly recommend this book for you or someone in your life who may love projects and

functional gifts!!

Do you love the rustic chic/industrial look, but can't quite afford the outrageous prices for furniture

and accessories? Are you willing to spend a little time (and not a whole lot of dough) to add that look

to your home? If so, this is the book for you! James has great projects to help you add a little

character to your home, and this book walks you through each project step by step. I have four

thumbs when it comes to DIY, but the projects are so well explained that even I felt confident I could

achieve great results. For inspiration, take a peak at the pictures on James' home blog, [...] -

gorgeous! Styling ideas alone make this book worth the investment.

I'm pretty in love with this book. I love the look of industrial pipes so I jumped at a book with DIY.

Thought it would provide me some cool tips. And oh yeah, it did.The very first design that struck my

fancy was the red valve coat rack. Not only do I love the pop of color, itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a project

I can get my boyfriend on board with. The steampunk floor lamp caught my eye as well. Both in

retail and on Etsy they are so expensive. I'm all about making it on the cheap and making everyone

think I spent a bundle. I am not really looking into building pieces as anything more than to keep

myself busy and make something cool, but I hven't ruled out making pieces for friends if I have a

knack.Author Jmes Angus gives the reader step-by-step instructions with pictures between each

step. Of course labor and skill will vary per project, but with the direction the book provides, the main

things needed are patience and dedication. I would love to impress my furniture making friends and

I think I could do that with any project in this book.

I have always loved the industrial style of decoration, however the items available are more often

than not very much outside of my price range. This book allows you to save a lot of money and

gives you the tools to achieve the exact same looks you've always wanted without having to break



the bank. No need to be a carpenter either, this book does an excellent job in explaining everything

in a way that is easy to understand as well and the jobs will not require any advanced ability, if you

follow the steps and get the required materials you'll likely have no issues. If you want to get this

chic industrial look and are on a budget than i highly recommend this book.
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